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	Michel Gaudin's book La fonction d'onde de Bethe is a uniquely influential masterpiece on exactly solvable models of quantum mechanics and statistical physics. Available in English for the first time, this translation brings his classic work to a new generation of graduate students and researchers in physics. It presents a mixture of mathematics interspersed with powerful physical intuition, retaining the author's unmistakably honest tone. The book begins with the Heisenberg spin chain, starting from the coordinate Bethe Ansatz and culminating in a discussion of its thermodynamic properties. Delta-interacting bosons (the Lieb-Liniger model) are then explored, and extended to exactly solvable models associated to a reflection group. After discussing the continuum limit of spin chains, the book covers six- and eight-vertex models in extensive detail, from their lattice definition to their thermodynamics. Later chapters examine advanced topics such as multi-component delta-interacting systems, Gaudin magnets and the Toda chain.
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Palm Programming: The Developer's GuideO'Reilly, 1998
What accounts for the PalmPilot's astonishing success? After all, there are more fully featured handhelds (the dead Apple Newton), smaller ones (Rex), less expensive ones (Avigo), ones with keyboards (Psion), and ones backed by Microsoft (Windows CE devices). Yet all of those palmtops (and many more) put together constitute only 35% of the palmtop...
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Python Interviews: Discussions with Python ExpertsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Mike Driscoll takes you on a journey talking to a hall-of-fame list of truly remarkable Python experts. You'll be inspired every time by their passion for the Python language, as they share with you their experiences, contributions, and careers in Python.

	
		Key Features

		
			Hear from these...
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Windows Administration at the Command Line for Windows Vista, Windows 2003, Windows XP, and Windows 2000Sybex, 2007
The only complete reference for Windows command line utilities
    The last thing you need as a busy systems administrator is to click endlessly through the Windows GUI every time you want to perform a simple task. Want a better solution? Get reacquainted with the often-overlooked utilities accessible through the command line...
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Switching to a Mac Portable GeniusJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	The stats tell us that people are switching from Windows to the Mac in record numbers,
	but those stats don’t tell us why. Perhaps it’s because Windows users
	would like to actually enjoy using a computer for a change. Perhaps it’s because Macs just work:
	you take them out of the box, plug them in, and within minutes...
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IgE and Anti-IgE Therapy in Asthma and Allergic Disease (Lung Biology in Health and Disease)CRC Press, 2002

	Exploring the role of Immunoglobulin-E (IgE) in human disease, this reference summarizes current research on the mechanisms and utilization of anti-IgE therapeutics in the treatment of IgE-mediated allergic disease, inflammation, and asthma-discussing the structural composition of high- and low-affinity IgE receptors, the airway cells that...
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The Worlds Most Haunted Places: From The Secret Files Of Ghostvillage.comNew Page Books, 2004
Ghostly legends abound wherever history has made its mark-from battlefields to monuments, prisons to inns. If these places have existed for centuries or more, and if they are where history-especially tragic history-was made, ghost stories will inevitably follow.  The World's Most Haunted Places: From the Secret Files of Ghostvillage.com explores...
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